Information as of winter 2018

Telecom Network Relocations for the Hurontario Light Rail Transit

The Hurontario Light Rail Transit (LRT) is an LRT running along Hurontario St between Park St in Port Credit and Steeles Ave in Brampton. The Hurontario LRT will provide increasing capacity and reliability of service along the route, and reduce travel times for transit users on the corridor.

What work is taking place?

What: As part of the preparatory work for the project, Telecom companies will begin phase one of relocating communication cables and underground structures along the Hurontario LRT route.

Why: To accommodate the construction of the Hurontario LRT, Telecom companies are required to relocate their existing network from various locations on the roadway (under the new track-bed) to locations either outside of the track location or sufficiently deep to avoid conflict with the construction of the LRT.

When: Work started in fall 2017, crews have been constructing new manholes and connecting duct structures on Hurontario St. between Lakeshore Rd. and Mineola Rd. It is expected that the work will be completed by spring 2018 and will affect traffic in both directions on Hurontario St.

Where: The work to date has taken place on the east side of Hurontario St. as crews dig and install the required infrastructure. However, a small segment of the work must be done on the west side of Hurontario immediately north and south of Mineola Rd West.
Transit Information
For the safety of transit riders, MiWay bus stops in the affected area will be relocated as required. Watch for additional signs directing pedestrians.

Pedestrian and Traffic Details
During construction hours, lane reductions may be required and motorists can expect delays. Access to side streets and to driveways will be maintained throughout construction.

Please take care when travelling near construction areas. Pedestrian walkways will remain open, but we ask that you watch for additional signs directing pedestrians, as detours may be required to ensure your safety.

Due to the current volume of traffic in this area, traffic delays are expected during construction.

Work Hours
The work will be carried out between 7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m., Monday to Saturday.

We thank you for your continued patience as we work to build this important project.

For information regarding the Hurontario LRT project and its construction, please contact the Metrolinx Hurontario LRT project office at 416-202-7500 or HurontarioLRT@metrolinx.com.